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the water ran out in a twisting spiral of gold and steel and
foam. Beyond him the countryside was red with sorrel
and yellow with buttercups.
He stopped swimming and for a moment lay extended
on his face, his hands dividing the calm surface before
him, his body rippling through a little cloak of bubbles.
And Lewis remembered how he had said: "She's beautiful
enough to make you want to cry,"—an unexpected saying
in Ballater, who now threw his shoulders put of the water
and began to turn somersaults with a ridiculous grace,
emerging at last breathless and in grinning expectation
of applause. Lewis was trying to imagine her, but he saw
at first only the shadowy figure of a child known in the
past; then, suddenly, he saw her cheek as he had seen it
when Ballater spoke of the colour rising in it. He could
not imagine her face, but her cheek he saw and the swift
flow of colour and the flash of the eyes, though the eyes
themselves were unimagined. He laughed at Ballater and
dived into the water after him.
They swam down the canal and across to the farther
bank, visiting the reed warbler's nest. "One egg," said
Ballater. "Now I'll race you to the boom;" and at the
end of the race they lay on the water, exhausted, silent,
while birds hung and arrowed in the air above them.
Inaudible waves lapped at their temples and slid over
their ankles and wrists. Without speaking they swam back
and stretched themselves out again on the hot boards of
the landing stage.
It was resolved that the mouth of the tunnel should be
under Lewis's bed. A large boring should be carried across
the room, and the earth from it packed handful by handful
Jn the nine-inch space between wooden floor and concrete
foundation. Under the path, under the rampart and its
barbed wire, a narrow tunnel should then be pushed
forward to the inner edge of the moat. The broader shaft
would become a receptacle for earth from the narrower,
the need for close, laborious packing would cease, and the
narrow shaft, once begun, make swift progress. One night,

